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Limited or no connectivity is quite a common occurring that users have to face with their internet.
Most of them first have to repair internet explorer installed in their system and then continue with
their work which is at times very frustrating. The first thing you need to must see is check the
connectivity of your broadband or wireless internet connection. If you internet connection is showing
working then check the IP of your system. It is commonly noticed that many a timeâ€™s users keep on
struggling with the internet problem whereas the problem is basically with the conflict is with IP
address of the system.

In such a critical situation, users can try manually undertaking various internet accelerator activities
in order to get their internet connectivity fix. Further, they can perform various test like speed test,
ping test and high latency test with the help of wide range of software that are easily available online
for the ease of the internet users. Doing these test are quite easily, fast and does not required any
cost. It will take only a minute of yours to check online and find best suitable software can help in
solving your limited or no connectivity and get your connectivity fix. There are various online sites
that are engaged in offering free test services to the customers but it will be much more better if you
buy a licensed version of connectivity fixer software that can help in dealing with all sort of problem
related to your computer and internet speed.

It is mostly found that most of the internet connectivity problems arise due to the incorrect winsock
settings. Note that the entire settings of windows may get corrupted because of the Malware
infestation or downloading and installation of networking softwareâ€™s. The users may get their network
of internet connected but it will not work smoothly. They might have to face various errors like Page
cannot be displayed or other such errors which may appear on their desktop. Thus in such
condition, user can go through the manual listed methods of repairing the winsock configuration to
defaults.

The advancement in technology has allowed the IT experts and professionals to come with the new
softwareâ€™s and techniques of dealing with the computer and internet related problems for the
convenience and benefit of the users. If you are facing limited or no connectivity problems with your
wire or wireless internet connection then you can simply get yourself softwareâ€™s like speed test, ping
test and high latency test. You can also install a game booster in your computer system in order to
play variety of games of your interest smoothly on online. All these softwareâ€™s will definitely going to
help in improving the performance of your computer system and internet connection. With the help
of these connectivity fixer softwareâ€™s you can increase the download speed and uploading speed of
your connection automatically.  
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